On this website, you will find all the information to help you make one of the biggest decisions of your life – choose the right university.

Charles University has a long tradition of being the knowledge hub of Central Europe. In fact, we are the oldest university here and the biggest one in the Czech Republic, spanning 3 different cities. Our students are not separated from everyday life since we don’t have a single centralised campus. Instead, they can freely partake in the public or cultural activities in order to become active members of the society. From over 56,000 students, more than 20% are international. Just in our 200 degree programmes in English, we have almost 5,000 students from 130 countries. Learn more about Charles University.

Join our diverse international community of students and academics and become part of a world-renowned research institution at the ? of Europe. Charles University comprises 17 faculties and offers a wide range of degree study programmes in English, German, Russian, or French languages – all under accessible tuition fees. Additionally, undergraduate programmes in Czech language together with all postgraduate programmes are tuition free! Choose from almost 600 accredited options and decide on your future now.

Charles University provides opportunities for applicants at every stage of educational journey. We regularly organise a variety of summer and winter schools dedicated to different themes or subjects. Similarly, we offer a range of lifelong education programmes in two main categories: general-interest and professional programmes. These include everything from language and preparatory courses to specialisation trainings and continuing education for medical professionals, lawyers, and teachers.

Message from our students
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Useful websites

- Study in Prague
- Study in the Czech Republic
- Prague City Hall
- ESN (CU Erasmus Association)